LICENSE
CALLS

 Pop/AC

BROADCAST COMPANY

CITY

 Country
ST

This form, when submitted with payment and accepted in writing by Time Capsule, Inc.,
authorizes the above Broadcast Company (Licensee) to broadcast rights to Time Capsule®
programs on the Licensee’s radio station for the license period beginning
/
/
,
renewable at the discretion of the Licensee.

YOUR LICENSE PLAN (PLEASE SELECT ONE)



13 weeks ($295). Option to renew quarterly (for $295).



52 weeks ($995). Option to renew annually ($900) or quarterly ($250).

Licensee may renew indefinitely, but agrees to return all licensed material to Time Capsule, Inc.
within 15 days of the end of its final license period. Licensee agrees that its renewals end only when
all licensed material is returned to and received by Time Capsule, Inc.
Licensee agrees to refrain from excerpting or duplicating these copyrighted Time Capsule®
programs, and from any unauthorized use of the programs or the registered “Time Capsule”
trademark. If these programs are copied to, stored on, and accessed from a hard-drive or other
computer memory system, Licensee agrees to delete all such files at the end of its license period.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 EXCLUSIVITY OPTION

 COMBO OPTION

Licensee wishes to extend its exclusive broadcast rights (beyond
its 30-mile “courtesy zone”) to these Time Capsule® programs,
and specifies that broadcast rights be denied to the following
stations or to stations originating from the following Counties:

Concurrent licenses to both
the Pop and Country format
Time Capsule® programs
(for broadcast on co-owned
stations in the same radio
market).

________________________________________________
________________________________________________
In order to secure this additional zone of exclusivity, Licensee
agrees to a monthly license surcharge of $

______________________________________
AUTHORIZED AGENT (Signature)

Licensee will receive a 15%
discount on both the license
fees.

_____________________
TITLE

_____________
DATE

Agreed To & Accepted By __________________________________________
Time Capsule, Inc.
TIME CAPSULE REP

_____________
DATE

MAIL TO: Time Capsule, Inc. ! 124 Cottonwood Lane ! Centerville, MA 02632 ! FAX 508-637-3333

